წარმოგიდგენთ ინგლისური ენის საგამოცდო ტესტის ნიმუშს 7-8 კლასებისათვის.
გთხოვთ, გაითვალისწინოთ, რომ სრული საგამოცდო ტესტი მოიცავს რაოდენობრივად უფრო
მეტ დავალებას ვიდრე ამ ნიმუშშია წარმოდგენილი. ინგლისური ენის ცოდნის დონის
გასნაზღვრის მიზნით, ტესტი შედგება სხვადსახვა სირთულის (მარტივი, საშუალო, რთული)
დავალებებისაგან. გისურვებთ წარმატებებს.

Read the sentences and choose the best answer for each question. Choose only one answer. Each
correct answer equals to 1 point.

1) Where…… from? I’m from Russia.
A you are
B you C are you
2) I have two …….. : a boy and a girl.
A sons
B daughters
C children
3) I like apples, but I……. bananas.
A don’t like
B like
C do like
4) My sister………. tennis very well.
A plays
B play
C playing
5) This ……….. is quite expensive but the food there is excellent.
A film
B restaurant
C book
6) Greg is _____ a lot of time at Yvonne’s house these days!
A taking
B spending
C having
D doing
7) If you _____ me, what would you do?
A was
B would be
C were

D have been

8) Can you give me a _____ with my bag?
A leg
B back
C hand
D head
9) I wish I _____ more money!
A have
B had

C would have

D was having

Read the texts below. Answer the questions by choosing the best answer (a, b, c or d).

The Moon
The Moon is the satellite of the Earth. It is about the quarter size of the Earth. It goes around the
Earth approximately in one month. It is about 384,000 kilometers away from the Earth. There is no
air or atmosphere around it, so there is no life on the Moon. It has about 13 and a half days of daylight
and 13 and a half nights of darkness. Temperature on the Moon is 120 °C during the day and -150
°C during the night. Because there is no air or atmosphere, there is also no sound as the sound
waves travel through the air. So, The Moon is very silent.

1. Why is there no life on the Moon?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Because it is so far away.
Because it has only 13 days of daylight.
Because there is no atmosphere or air.
Because there is no sound.

2. Which of the followings is incorrect?
A)
B)
C)
D)

The Moon turns around the Earth.
The Moon is hotter than the Earth in daytime.
The Moon is bigger than the Earth.
It takes one month for the Moon to go around the Earth.

3. Which of the following options cannot complete the sentence "Because there is no air or
atmosphere on the Moon, ----."?
A)
B)
C)
D)

there is no sound.
there is no life.
we cannot cook there.
it is very silent there.

Describe the city you like .You should write 80-100 words. (16 points)

